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Conservation Advice 
 

Sterna vittata bethunei 
 

Antarctic tern (New Zealand) 

Conservation Status 

Sterna vittata bethunei (Antarctic tern (New Zealand)) is listed as Endangered under the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth) (EPBC Act). The 
species is eligible for listing as Endangered as, prior to the commencement of the EPBC Act, it 
was listed as Vulnerable under Schedule 1 of the Endangered Species Protection Act 1992 
(Cwlth). The Antarctic tern (New Zealand) is also listed as Endangered in Tasmania 
(Threatened Species Protection Act 1995). 

Garnett et al., (2011) reviewed the conservation status of the Antarctic tern (New Zealand) and 
considered it to be Endangered. The Threatened Species Scientific Committee are using the 
findings of  Garnett et al., (2011) to consider whether reassessment of the conservation status 
of each of threatened birds listed under the EPBC Act is required. The Antarctic tern (Sterna 
vittata) is listed as Least Concern under the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (BirdLife 
International 2015).  

Description 

The Sterninae, a sub-family of the Laridae, is comprised of the terns and noddies, a 
cosmopolitan group of seabirds, with narrow pointed wings and long pointed bills. They are 
mostly slimmer, longer-tailed and more aerial than gulls.  
 
The Antarctic tern is a medium-sized tern (length 32-36 cm, wingspan 72-79 cm) with grey 
body and wings, white rump, a white deeply forked tail, and distinctive black cap that reaches 
down to the bill. The bill and feet are red, becoming brighter in the breeding season. It is found 
in the southern oceans and resembles the Arctic tern from which it may be difficult to separate. 
However, many local Antarctic terns are in breeding plumage when migrant Arctic terns are in 
non-breeding plumage (Harrison 1983). The adult in breeding plumage is light grey above with 
black cap and white cheek stripe, white rump and tail, bright red bill, legs and feet. The adult in 
non-breeding plumage has a diagnostic combination of white forehead and crown, smudged 
grey underbody and dark red bill, legs and feet (Higgins and Davies 1996). 
 
In Australian territory, the Antarctic tern (New Zealand), Sterna vittata bethunei, breeds on 
Macquarie Island and the Antarctic tern (Indian Ocean), Sterna vittata vittata, breeds on Heard 
Island. There are three other subspecies of Sterna vittata, occurring in the South Atlantic 
Ocean, georgiae, tristanensis and gaini. (Higgins and Davies 1996). 
 

Distribution and Habitat 

The Antarctic tern (New Zealand) breeds on Macquarie Island. The Australian population has 
been estimated at 50-250 mature adults (Garnett and Crowley 2000; Garnett et al., 2011). 
There are no estimates of former abundance for the Australian population before exotic 
predators were introduced, but the population was apparently small in the early 20th century 
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(Hamilton 1894). Some individuals from the Macquarie Island population appear to remain in 
the area throughout the year (R. Clarke and M. Schulz unpublished), whilst others may 
disperse as far north as Australia and New Zealand. Otherwise little is known outside the 
breeding season (Garnett and Crowley 2000). Extralimitally, it breeds on Stewart Island, New 
Zealand and on New Zealand’s subantarctic islands. The global population of this subspecies 
is considered to be less than 1,000 breeding pairs (Higgins and Davies 1996, Taylor 2000). 
 
The movements of the Antarctic tern (New Zealand) are not fully understood due to confusion 
with other terns (Harrison 1983). This is particularly so at the sub-species level. Components 
of the populations of the sub-species bethunei appear to be partly migratory. The non-
breeding range of all populations is poorly known. 
 
Antarctic terns breed colonially, with colonies rarely exceeding 40 widely-spread nests at any 
one locality. At Macquarie Island most birds nest singly rather than colonially (G.Copson 
unpublished; Schulz and Gales 2004). The clutch is invariable one and eggs are laid in a 
shallow pebble-or shell-lined scrape on the ground on rocky beaches and glacial moraines. On 
Macquarie Island, the majority of nests are located on offshore stacks (Schulz and Gales 
2004) in sites that are not frequented by seals. On Macquarie Island egg-laying is protracted 
and extends October to the end of December and possibly to March (M. Schulz unpublished), 
similar to that on New Zealand’s sub Antarctic Islands (Bailey and Sorensen 1962).  
 
Adults attend their young for several weeks after fledging, (Woehler and Clippingdale 
undated). During incubation an adult tern will leave its nest when an observer approaches 
within 25 m, and call loudly to attract the attention of other members of the colony who return 
and add to the clamour (Downes et al., 1959, Woehler unpubl. data). 
 
Antarctic terns are gregarious feeders that fish in flocks of up to several hundred birds. 
Typically they forage inshore in the kelp zone up to 200 m from the shore, where they feed on 
small fish and plankton (Higgins and Davies 1996). They also scavenge in the intertidal zone 
for stranded littoral organisms including small crustaceans, polychaetes and shell fish 
(Woehler and Clippingdale undated). They normally feed by hovering 2-15 m above the sea, 
dipping or plunging into the water to catch their prey. At Macquarie Island birds are more 
regularly seen foraging alone (R. Clarke and M. Schulz unpublished), perhaps reflecting the 
small size of the local populations. 
 
The distribution of this species is not known to overlap with any EPBC Act-listed threatened 
ecological community. 

The Department of the Environment has prepared survey guidelines for Australia's threatened 
birds. The survey guidelines are intended to provide guidance for stakeholders on the effort 
and methods considered appropriate when conducting a presence/absence survey for birds 
listed as threatened under the EPBC Act. http://www.environment.gov.au/resource/survey-
guidelines-australias-threatened-birds-guidelines-detecting-birds-listed-threatened 

Threats 

Antarctic terns (New Zealand) are considered threatened because the population is small, 
restricted in distribution, and therefore vulnerable to stochastic events such as storms and 
cyclones (Garnett and Crowley 2000). Successful Antarctic tern (New Zealand) breeding is 
thought to be severely affected by disturbance and predation (Peter et al., 1988; Garnett et al., 
2011).  
 
Historically, feral cats (Felis catus), wekas (Gallirallus australis) and black rats (Rattus rattus) 
on Macquarie Island were identified as possibly the most significant predator preventing pairs 
from breeding successfully (Rounsevell and Brothers 1984; Garnett et al., 2011). Rats were 
thought to be the primary cause of failure to breed on the main island at Macquarie Island (M. 
Schulz and J. Lynn unpublished data) with virtual restriction of breeding to offshore stacks may 

http://www.environment.gov.au/resource/survey-guidelines-australias-threatened-birds-guidelines-detecting-birds-listed-threatened
http://www.environment.gov.au/resource/survey-guidelines-australias-threatened-birds-guidelines-detecting-birds-listed-threatened
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be due to the absence of rats at these sites. Cats, wekas and rats have since been eradicated 
from Macquarie Island and the recolonisation from the stack to the main island is likely.    
 
Adult Antarctic terns co-operate to defend their colonies. However, skuas (Stercorarius spp.) 
and kelp gulls (Larus dominicanus)  still occasionally manage to take eggs or chicks from 
unattended nests in colonies following disturbance events (Woehler and Clippingdale 
undated). Visitor access to breeding sites should be strictly controlled to minimise the impact 
on eggs and chicks as both are very cryptic and easily trampled by unwary visitors. The 
presence of visitors at nesting sites may also cause birds to leave eggs and chicks 
unattended, exposing them to the risk of predation by skuas and gulls. 
 
Because of the Reserve status and isolation of Macquarie Island, there are no current threats 
to the avifauna from direct exploitation, competition from commercial fisheries or pollution. A 
total prohibition on commercial fishing within 3 nautical miles of Macquarie Island likely 
minimises against potential interactions with Antarctic terns (New Zealand) at these sites. The 
shallow and inshore foraging behaviour of the Antarctic tern (New Zealand) also makes them 
unlikely candidates for interactions with commercial fishing operations. 
 

Conservation Actions 

Conservation and Management Actions 

Habitat Loss, Disturbance and Modification 

• Manage all sub-colonies to minimise human disturbance. 
Predation 

• Continue strict quarantine management practices for Macquarie Island to reduce the risk of 
any invasive species (re)establishing on the island. 

Survey and Monitoring priorities 

• Continue monitoring of nest sites and breeding pairs (along with other Macquarie Island 
fauna), and adapt management actions if population changes (decreases or increases) 
necessitate them. 

Information and research priorities 

• Conduct research into bird movement through modern telemetry techniques. 
 

This list does not necessarily encompass all actions that may be of benefit to the Antarctic tern 
(New Zealand), but highlights those that are considered to be of highest priority at the time of 
preparing the Approved Conservation Advice. 
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